Abstract
Despite the ever-increasing interest over the matter of research concerning social business (SB) performed by Foreign Multinationals (FM) in Brazil, the framework investigating engagement between marketing, SB and multinationals seems to be incomplete. In pursuit of suggested goals and achievements, reflections describing a layout which illustrates a standard of marketing for SB have been sought. The equivalence in partition towards advances in “socio-cultural” remodeling in particular communities and the position of multinationals’ core business has been based upon ideas professed by notable scholars such as Kotler, Hart, Prahalad, and Porter and Kramer. These have been used for the purpose of comparing the results found in the literature to those cast by the interviews of six executives from Coca-Cola and Danone. With a multiple case study methodology, the reader shall be presented with convergent results outsourced from the very literature he displayed, and its connection to multiple sources of evidence mainly reliant on in-depth interviews with executives as a form of data collection as a contribution to consensus over the aspects related to marketing practice and the elements of the marketing model devoted to SB.
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Introduction
This paper seeks to analyze the marketing practices employed in social business (SB) performed by foreign multinationals (FM) in Brazil, as much as it is designed to deliver understanding of the elements of a marketing component to the main projects adopted by Coca-Cola and Danone over the shared value segment “Coletivo Floresta” “Kiteiras,” respectively.

According to Fischer and Comini (2012) and Comini, Barki and Aguiar (2012), there are a limited number of studies published which points to a theoretical gap that has been recently realized in Brazil. This article upgrades the concept of SB promoted by private organizations, which is endorsed by Hartigan (2002), Chu (2005), Hart (2006), Austin, et al. (2006), Sachs (2009), Prahalad (2010), and Barki et al. (2013).

As a basis for the analysis of marketing elements, Kotler’s (2010) framework was used, along with Hart’s (2006), Prahalad’s (2010), and Porter and Kramer’s (2011) contributions. Furthermore, the methodological approach of field research is used as well as the qualitative approach of a multiple case study methodology. Additionally, the findings and a discussion of the results are presented, referring to the evidence of the SI’s profile and its consequent actions as well as distinctions within multinationals. Finally, the paper gives conclusions and final remarks.
Literature Review

Multinationals incorporated in the twenty-first century feature prior intentions only for statement or outsourced sector (PNUD, 2004). In the era of irreversible globalization, or notably, according to Thomas Friedman (2005) in a “flat world”, marketing gives rise to many questions about its true applicability in creating social impact.

Social Business by Multinationals

Current organizations have been experiencing breakthroughs that feature different philanthropic practices of holding social responsibilities, helping them to begin to understand social issues as a strategic modality, in which the competitive focus combines the use of its best resources and insights to vouch for attitudes of social impact engaged with its core business (Porter & Kramer, 2011; Austin, 2002; Austin, et al., 2006). In that sense, Reficco (2010) confirms that FM requires a new social look.

To Kotler (2010, p. 125), “philanthropy does not stimulate transformation in society, but the transformation in society drives philanthropy, which is why social issues with philanthropic activities adopted by companies have always had a short term impact.” As for Capron (2002), as well as Prahalad and Hammond (2002), Hart (2006) and Prahalad (2010), multinationals have a significant market share, which places them as global promoters of the new way of managing social projects.

In short, the role of multinationals in developing SB is not about creating a non-governmental organization (NGO) or charitable foundation, it’s about a business that has a social purpose in policy (Kotler, 2010). In other words, SB driven by multinationals should shift the focus to creating shared value (Porter & Kramer, 2011), especially social impact through the creation of local income and the increase in self-esteem and quality of life embraced by all decisions as the main objective of the business.

Marketing Applied to Social Business

As to the application of marketing (AMA, 2013) in other layers of knowledge, not only does this cover goods and services, but it also extensively covers events, experiences, people, places, properties, organizations, universities, colleges, information, and ideas (Kotler & Keller, 2006; Keegan, 2005; Kotler & Fox, 1994).
In Figure 1, it is observed that some companies can strengthen their impact by moving from philanthropic marketing campaigns to socio-cultural transformation.

Prahalad (2010), Kotler (2010) and Hart (2006) warn that organizations must recognize the opportunity of this new market of the base of pyramid (BoP), aligning it with the socio-cultural transformation that meets the empowerment of local communities. Figure 2 depicts how through inherent activities in marketing, global companies can combine low cost, good quality, sustainability and profitability. Kotler (2010), on the other hand, believes that the social goal has to be greater than the business goal, which is reflected in their decisions, as illustrated in Figure 3. To confirm the theory of the proposed model in Figure 3, Kotler (2010) cites three steps: 1) develop local disposable income by offering goods and services at lower prices; 2) increase the disposable income with the inclusion of new goods and services for classes C, D and E 3); add the disposable income to increase the level of economic activity of the society in BoP.

**Methodology**

As the methodological approach, a qualitative proposal has been chosen. This type of proposal has been chosen because it is the best attempt at understanding the unique interactions of a particular situation, with a naturalistic and interpretative focus on reality (Godoy, 1995; Leedy, 1997; Denzin & Lincoln, 2000; Patton, 2002). In order to guarantee the richness in detail and variety in information sources used to reach the goal of this article, a bibliographical, a documentary and a field research (exploratory) have been undertaken, following Yin (2010) and Godoy (1995). A list of reported surveys is displayed in Appendix 1.

Marketing practices employed in SB by foreign multinationals represent the context from which the researcher intends to understand reality, consequentially leading to the method of multiple case studies, since it allows the providence of insights on a particular subject and the consistent refinement of a theory (Lakatos & Marconi, 1991; Stake, 1994; Tull & Hawkins Apud Lazzarini, 1997). The case studies listed by Yin (2010) were prioritized as this subject is still considered to be in its early stages for the academy; as the most appropriate was the convenience and judgment technique, as this is demonstrated to be useful when you need to add a small number of units in the sample (Kinnear & Taylor, 1979; Levy & Lemeshow 1980; Lwanga & Lemeshow 1991; Oliveira, 2001; Smallbone, D.; Evans, Ekanem, & Butters, 2001).
The companies chosen were two subsidiaries of foreign multinational market leaders in their segments. The reasons they have been chosen are: both are global organizations; both had a consolidated internationalization process in Brazil and annual GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) publications; both published reports on sustainability; and both are recommended by market specialists as organizations that already perform SB in the country (Comini et al., 2012; Barki et al., 2013).

The main data collection technique was based on in-depth interviews, which guaranteed a more individual contact between the researcher and the interviewee (Roesch, 1999; Godoi & Matos, 2006). These interviews were conducted from unstructured scripts based on previously collected secondary data (Godoi & Mattos, 2006; Yin, 2010), and pre-established categories based on studies by highly regarded authors, as shown in Table 1.

Three executives were interviewed from each company who hold various strategic positions relating to the SB of the organization. The interviews were conducted in person and via Skype with each interview lasting an approximate average of one hour, and these were held between November 2013 and February 2014. Appendix 2 shows the unstructured script.

The most appropriate method build up was content analysis and the sequence of steps listed by Bardin (2007). Thus, the categories are provided by the contemplated state of the art, as they were joined by “contemporary” categories found throughout the phase of interviews: (1) used marketing practices; (2) strategies of socio-cultural transformation process (STP); (3) marketing Elements; (4) 4Ps of marketing adapted to the affected communities.

After the transcripts of the interviews were finalised, the handling of the results allowed for inferences and interpretations in order to look for similarities and differences in the categories and dimensions, scoped out of a cross-case analysis as proposed by Eisenhardt (1989) and Van Hoek (1998). Appendices 3 and 4 show the brief answers for each case.

Data Analysis & Findings

In June 2009, COCA-COLA Brazil launched a project called “Projeto Coletivo,” which aims to develop, in a socio-economic way, communities who have less opportunities, through income generation and training tools which contribute to improving life in the community. Among the “Coletivo,” the highlight on more secondary data concerning the “Coletivo Floresta” has been anticipated, once its launch in 2013 represents a better alignment between the various company departments, which produces an acai fruit drink with banana, from the innovation in the production chain and strong social transformation. The “Del Valle Reserva” (Acai + Banana) hit the market with the nutritional benefits of acai and at the same time, as an innovative project to develop the acai value chain produced by extractive communities of the Amazon (COCA-COLA BRAZIL, 2013).

DANONE Brazil started performing its activities of social impact with a provisional project called “Kiteiras”, which was supported by Ecossysteme funding. Throughout this project, the Brazilian subsidiary encourages entrepreneurship of women in poor communities, in the suburbs of Salvador-Bahia, in order to improve the quality of life of families by generating employment opportunities, education and entrepreneurial skills. The first part of the project lasted two years and is intended for women in the social BoP in Salvador. Exactly 62% of BoP women work in the informal sector and the monthly income of these women is 22% lower than the average Brazilian population (IBGE, 2014). To meet these goals, the objective is to professionalize and transform these groups of informal workers into micro entrepreneurs, giving them new access to the benefits of social inclusion and providing them with training and income stability (ECOSSYSTEM DANONE, 2014).

The “marketing elements” category features an analysis based on in-depth interviews about the “Coletivo Floresta” of Coca-Cola, and “Kiteiras” of Danone, which shows the differences and similarities between each project, as shown in Table 2. In the category “4Ps of marketing adapted to the impacted communities,” there is a tendency concerning the “Place” to seek for expansion to more remote regions, in “Product,” to set packing strategies with a lower price point (in Coca-Cola’s case), and accessibility strategies in the average ticket and average volume (in Danone’s case).
In the category “Marketing Practices,” the use of advertising marketing (open TV, internet, point of sale) is evident. In the case of the “Coletivo” platform and marketing “word of mouth” in Danone’s projects within communities, this marketing provides the means by which they identify themselves with the community and create a connection with the intended audience. Danone goes beyond this in the advertising strategies used for both cases and achieves a much greater interaction in marketing practices by collecting rich information on the following: shopping practices made by the public and affected by the projects, and expressive analysis of the adequacy of the average ticket tools and consumption baskets, research tools, and giveaways tools. In the “Strategies of STP” categories, it was found that both have as marketing strategies, first, the in-house design by the marketing department along with the sustainability or business department; second, the subsequent implementation through NGOs with local knowledge; third, an exchange of learning between the community and the company.

According to the model proposed by Kotler (2010), it can be seen that, first, neither of them still develop a distinctive and low-cost local product to the BoP; second, there is a considerable increase in disposable income with the inclusion of new goods and services for classes C, D and E on the “Coletivo Floresta” side, through the insertion of small producers into the business value chain, and on the “Kiteiras” side, with the training of, and the entrepreneurial spirit found in, many women in the suburb of Salvador; third, both cases add to disposable income by increasing the level of economic activity of the local society and visible socio-cultural transformation.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

The field research verified that FMs are increasingly aware of their role in building SB models, as elucidated in the literature review. The “Coletivo Floresta” is the result of an advanced model of shared values.
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that has the support of the Coca-Cola Institute and the departments of Sustainability, Marketing and Social Business. As well as for “Kiteiras,” this is the consolidation of marketing “door-to-door” and a visible progression of Danone’s open sustainability format.

As for the goals in the current case study, the following remarks can be observed: i) the marketing practices directed to SB models follow the socio-cultural transformation model, in which the local community is empowered, either inclusively in the production value chain of the organization, or in the distribution and sale of products and services; ii) it is evident, with a greater measurement in regard to Danone, that marketing practices concerning the return of public purchase information are affected by the projects, such as a better review in adequacy of the average ticket tools, consumer basket, research and giveaways; iii) the marketing elements applied to SB attended by both cases were: BoP as segmentation; community with many people as a definition for the target audience; SB alignments; social entrepreneurship characteristics as distinction and support by strategic alliances with governments and NGOs; sales force composed of social entrepreneurs highlighting the “Kiteiras”; iv) both have been unable to adapt or confirm a specific format for the marketing mix of SB, which is suggested for future research.

The literature review and the analysis of the cases suggest the beginning of the emergence of some kind of consensus in an area earlier deprived of research in the marketing practices employed in SB of FM in Brazil. However, it should be said as a limitation of the study, that the research is preliminary and undiluted, which does not leave room for definitive conclusions on the matter, since there are few multinationals operating under that matter in Brazil. On the other hand, the research sought to contribute to the development of empirical knowledge about the model of marketing elements geared up to SB in the country, which is the starting point for future research, seeking to better understand this phenomenon and its importance for the development of a more inclusive and sustainable capitalism.
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**Appendices**

**Appendix 1. Secondary Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>FROM:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Newspapers, Magazines and Web News that showed materials on social businesses performed by enterprises:</td>
<td>EPOCA NEGÓCIOS (2007); L’EXPRESS AMPLOI (2009); MEIO E MENSAGEM (2010); COMMUNIQUE DE PRESSE, DANONE (2010); MANAGEMENT (2011); MUNDO COOP (2011); ÉPOCA, REVISTA (2011); THE GUARDIAN (2012); L’EXPANSION (2012); FORBES(2013); COCA-COLA, IMPRENSA (2013); VAREJO SUSTENTÁVEL (2013); FOOD AND NEWS, (2014); SUSTENTABILIDADE DANONE (2014); INSEA (2014).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal documents sent by e-mail</td>
<td>By Social Business Department – Company “A” And Sustainability – Company “B”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews conceived</td>
<td>By directors, CEOs and assistants in TV channels or the Internet related to social business projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videos in Digital Media</td>
<td>“When social impacts business” (DANONE, 2014); “Danone: 40 ans d’une trajectoire unique” (DANONE, 2014); “Danone Ecosystem Fund” (DANONE, 2014); “Coletivo Coca Cola Ceilândia 02 – Atitude” (COCA-COLA, 2014); “Administração: A História da Coca Cola” (COCA-COLA, 2014); Projeto Coletivo Coca-Cola (COCA-COLA, 2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors (2013).

**APPENDIX 2. Script of Interviews with the Advisor/Manager of the Department Responsible For Social Business at the Company and/or the Responsible (Ngos) For the Project in the Community**

Name of the interviewee: ____________________________________________________________

Job title: _______________________________________________________________________

Place of Interview: __________________________________________ Date __/__/____

Time: from____:____ to____:____. Years in the Company?____years.

In which areas? __________________________________________________________________

What is your academic background? ________________________________________________

What is your current role? ________________________________________________________

How long has the company been in Brazil? __________________________________________ (Source: Exame/GRI)

Company’s revenue range? ________________________________________________________ (Source: Exame/GRI)

Numbers of workers in Brazil ______________________________________________________ (Source: Exame/GRI)
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1. BLOCK OF SOCIAL BUSINESS

- What is the role of multinationals in a SB world?
- How is Company Social Responsibility (CSR) seen within large organizations nowadays?
- Is a more inclusive Capitalism a way out for these organizations? What authors deal with the perspective of multinationals as a protagonist in building a more inclusive capitalism?
- When has the company shown interest in the subject of social business? How did the project of SB begin?
- What is the difference between SB done today from (CSR) done last year?
- How would you characterize the development of this business to business?
- What are the barriers found in SB? How does the company verify the creation of social value?
- Among those factors- innovation, proactivity, risk management, sustainability, involved environment, and social function- which of them is noticeable in SB conducted by the company? How does the company measure the social impact on the local community?

2. BLOCK OF MARKETING

- What were the marketing tools used for the creation of SB?
- How are Global Marketing Strategies held? Which marketing strategies are applied to social cultural transformation?
- Is there a standardization mix: product, price, place, promotion?
- How does the concentration of marketing activities occur? How does the coordination of marketing activities to SB occur?
- Is there an integration of competitive moves? What is the global integration for the company? How is it done? Cite examples.
- What marketing elements are triggered in the project? How is the adaptation of the company’s products for SB? Cite examples of how you used the Marketing strategy adopted.
- How does the company evaluate the 4Ps for marketing applied to businesses with social impact? How does the company measure the impact of marketing tools in SB?
- What is the exchange of knowhow between the marketing department and the community inserted in the social impact project?
- How do you evaluate the collaboration of marketing to SB?

Appendix 3. Summary of Coca-Cola’s Answers

The “Del Valle Reserva” is a unique partnership between Coca-Cola Brazil and the government of the State of Amazonas. Through a cooperative agreement between the company and the state, 10 principles were signed up to be followed in favor of the relationship with extractor communities, in exchange for culture maintenance and environment preservation, as well as the contribution to their sustainable development (COCA-COLA BRAZIL, 2013). The terms were endorsed by 16 business institutions and non-governmental organizations, among them the German agency for development cooperation, the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) (COCA-COLA BRAZIL, 2013).

The project is being developed in an innovative co-creation process with the community, with the particular aim of respecting culture and local tradition. A local team assists with the establishment of partnerships, provides technical assistance and value chain integration; and, in addition, the team leads and implements training on citizenship, and workshops, in the communities (COCA-COLA BRAZIL, 2013). The first stages of “Coletivo Floresta” were implemented in the municipalities of Manacapuru and Carauari, where there is local agricultural businesses accredited by Coca-Cola Brazil, grounded upon the international criteria of the company’s quality. In the first year, the expectation is to impact 600 extractive families directly, and indirectly, 1,200 extractive families in about 50 communities (COCA-COLA BRAZIL, 2013).
From one of the interviewees:
“The marketing department launched the “Del Valle Reserva,” which is a product that uses fruit extracted from Amazon by extractors. If it was a regular business, you would buy from a large farm in Pará.”

**Appendix 3. Summary of Responses by Coca-Cola’s Executives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORIES</th>
<th>COCA-COLA’S SUMMARY OF RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing practices applied</td>
<td>The “Coletivo” advertising marketing was used (open TV, internet, selling point) within communities in order to disseminate the Project. Making a difference to many families in the acai value chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies within the sociocultural process of transformation</td>
<td><strong>When thinking of the collective as a product,</strong> the marketing strategies are adopted through research and analysis of a social demand, since “Coletivo Floresta” is a project of shared value; developing the region, including the product in the portfolio; generating income and social transformation, and delivering a high quality product to consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing elements</td>
<td>How to arrive at a correct strategy for those places that are hard to reach, how to mobilize and bring more people socially affected by the “Coletivo.” Even greater mobilization answers are sought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Ps of marketing adapted to impacted communities</td>
<td><strong>Price:</strong> the same for every consumer. <strong>Promotion:</strong> improving the company’s image in general. It would be the marketing delivered for both Coca-Cola’s brand and company. <strong>Place:</strong> there is often a lack of product due to distribution and logistics problems. Sometimes communities are in very remote locations. <strong>Product:</strong> There should be packages with a lower price point, returnable to make the products more accessible and to improve the competitive position of the company in these locations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by the authors (2013).

**Appendix 4. Summary of Danone’s Answers**

Through a catalog with kits of products or refrigerated trolleys, the participants receive the necessary training to become entrepreneurs (BRAZIL Danone, 2013). This reinforces the traditional door-to-door sales business model, and it mainly aims to promote entrepreneurship development in low-income women. Respondents confirm that Danone subsidiaries search for marketing practices that are aligned with the company’s social mission and focus on creating social impact with the purpose of innovation shared value.

It was suggested in interviews that Danone’s Department of Sustainability strongly supports marketing in order to measure strategies for the consumers impacted in communities, and the understanding of the profile for new customers’ segments to be addressed, as summarized below:
Appendix 4. Danone’s Summary of Responses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATEGORIES</th>
<th>DANONE’S SUMMARY OF RESPONSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing practices applied</td>
<td>Shopping cart information, average ticket tools, consumer basket, search tools, giveaways.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategies within the socio-cultural process of transformation</td>
<td>Marketing strategies are designed in the Company’s office, and the implementations occur through NGOs, on site. On the reverse side, there is always a marketing supervisor on the project to feed the learning established in the community.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing elements</td>
<td>In marketing, it is important to develop the process of intelligence “door-to-door.” Inversely, this is also communicated to all consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4Ps of marketing adapted to impacted communities</td>
<td><strong>Price</strong>: one of the biggest barriers in reaching a discount of products in the case of “Kiteiras” Project. <strong>Promotion</strong>: There is no specific packaging for “Kiteiras”; it’s being analyzed, creating products that build a relationship with the project, making it an experience. <strong>Product</strong>: accessibility in the average ticket; cheaper and more affordable yoghurt portion; secondly, what is the average volume, in other words, how to ensure a lower cost per pound of yoghurt?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Developed by the authors (2013).

From one of the interviewees:
“We have done work with the distributors, mounting kits similar to the ones that “Kiteiras” sells, trying to get giveaways, better optimizing the kit. How can we come in and make this project something more interesting to consumers’ eyes? We must know not only these projects, but co-create other projects and understand how to take this to the final consumer from now.”